Industry and academia are the two foundations of modern civilization. These two are somehow apart from each other. There is a need to bridge the gap between the two. It is the responsibility of educational institutions to bring industry into the classroom and academically into the industrial field of action. The iiiC SIBER aims at conducting activities which will achieve the objective of industry-institute exchange for knowledge creation.

CSIBER is a premier institute in Western Maharashtra. It has pursued its vision of excellence since last 40 years. The institute enjoys the leverage of autonomy and therefore it creates courses and syllabus which can match the needs of the industry. The college has been accredited ‘A’ grade by NAAC and has been given the status of College with Potential for Excellence by UGC, New Delhi.

The institute has state of art computer facility AC conference hall, seminar hall, meeting room and consulting room. The infrastructure creates an ambiance for effective learning. The institute offers post graduates master’s degree in Management, Computer Application, Social Work and Environmental Science. Being a research institute it also offers M.Phil and Ph.D. The grate pool of resources and knowledge can be used for mutual benefits of industry and institute. The institute member of CII and Employers’ Federation of India.

**Arena of Activities of iiiC**
- Training Programs
  - Visits, Guest Lectures, MDPs, Interviews

**Governance**
- **Chairman**: Dr. R. A. Shinde
- **Vice Chairman**: Dr. V. S. Prasad
- **Vice Chancellor**: Prof. Vijay Khole
- **Pro-VC**: Dr. P. B. Sabale
- **Pro-Vice Chancellor**: Dr. Prof. S. S. Mantha

**Board of Trustees**
- Adv. S.D. Shinde: President
- Dr. T. A. Shiware: Principal, KPI Hinduja College of Commerce
- Shri R. A. Patil: Member
- Dr. B. T. Kurne: Member
- Shri P. C. Balgungi: Member
- Dr. V. M. Hilge: Member
- Dr. Mrs. V. V. Upadhyave: Member
- Dr. R. A. Shinde: Managing Trustee

**Contact**
- Prof. Dr. Vishakha Apte
  - Coordinator: 9822820616
  - cpei@siberindia.edu.in

- Ms. Bhalani Dhadiya
  - Training placement Head: 7722036044
  - cpei@siberindia.edu.in